AGENDA May 31st, 2021
EU-CANADA workshop

(Brussels – CEST) / (Ottawa – EDT)

16h00 / 10h00 – Welcome: Dr Philippe Chomaz (CEA), Dr Gustav Kalbe (European Commission) and Dr Kevin Fitzgibbons (NSERC)

16h15 / 10h15 – Joint call key points: Dr Gustav Kalbe (EC) and Katie Wallace (NSERC)

16h30 / 10h30 – Keynote speaker: Dr Michele Mosca – Univ. of Waterloo, Canada

16h45 / 10h45 – First set of EU & CAN Pitches

17h15 / 11h15 – Keynote speaker: Dr Frank Wilhelm-Mauch – Inst. Quantum Computing FZ Jülich, Germany

17h30 / 11h30 – Second set of CAN & EU Pitches

17h55 / 11:55 – Conclusion and launch of Networking session: Dr Philippe Chomaz (CEA)

18h00 / 12h00 – Start Networking on Wonder.me
19h00 / 13h00 – End of Networking session